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About This Game

EggTime 2 is a sequel to award winning Egg Time, it made it's way to TOP 250 best VR games on Steam.
Catch eggs, defuse bombs, and other crazy stuff using special powerups like variation of bullet time to catch even the most hard

to catch eggs. Sounds familiar ?
Get ready to face new challanges with arsenal of many upgraded functions and features known from previous game.

There are 7 levels, each with new scenery and increasing difficulty.

Those who have the courage and think they have time to spare can explore levels in pursuit of golden chicks.

The game was developed from ground up for the best VR user experience in mind.

All major VR headsets and controllers are supported !
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Title: EggTime 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Bartoš Studio
Publisher:
Bartoš Studio
Release Date: 7 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel i5-4690S or similar AMD CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX 980 or AMD R9 FURY

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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https://youtu.be/yz_d7hFLe3w?t=3m29s <- video review

The seemingly infinite replay value of this $2 game is nuts. I love the passive upgrade web and console interface. Worth your
time.. This game will give you everything you are looking for if you are someone who played Madden or NCAA football
without actually playing the game. By that I mean you can fine tune every aspect of the game to how you want your team to lose.
Imagine picking up a stud QB in the draft, game plan to his strengths. After training camp you find out he cant throw the ball
over 20 yards without hitting a defender, change the coach's scheme to play the short game. Dump off passes will go to your RB
more often, learning your RB has stone hands become evident. It all snowballs based off your little designs.

You have the chance to truly find gems in the draft. Snagging a DE and successfully converting him to a 3-4 OLB is a very nice
feeling. Injuries are only as accurate as what your staff tells you. If your strength coach is a "special" guy, he may green light a
minor injury that costs a player his leg. I've had a guy listed on the injury report for optomology (sp?), the amount of detail the
guy put in to making this game is more vast than anything we collectively could have imagined.

The true beauty of this game is finding a multiplier league that has a good commissioner. I just completed my first 32 team draft
this morning and I was glued to the damn computer. Anxiously waiting to see if the guy I really wanted would fall to me or not.
Thinking you found a gem and having someone else pick them before you. I can't stop playing this game. The St. Louis Rams
organization looks forward becoming a part of the Albuquerque community.. this was the first game i bought on steam, and still
play the game regularly, great side scroller and a great little game 100% would recomend to people looking for a cheap and
cheerful game. You should tell people that they only recieve two of the four promised, before they buy it and expect to recieve
all four. I can't give this a nuetral rating. ok i did find the other two games if you go to the properties tab and then beta tab then
click on unpolished but i can't get the island to work with my cv1 everything else works all ready in my cv1 not sure why the
island won't, it only is on my monitor. If i can figure out how to get it to lanch in my rift i will change my rating to thumbs up..
came for weed..stayed for boobs. Very good game.. Can't wait for Esports. I picked this up with the Twin Pack, and overall, I
think this one's ok, but I really can't recommend it. My opinion for the rolling stock is as follows

Class 09: Another Class 08 Rehash, nothing really to say.

Class 33: I can't tell on this one (At the time of this review, I do not have the 33 Packs), it's ok, to say the LEAST.

Class 73: Ok, Thank GOD they didn't make any horrible sounds for this. Instead they used their Gatwick 73 Sounds, which are
good.

Class 416: 415 Sounds, but they're ok.

Class 421: Ok, this is a utter joke. AWS doesn't work half the time, very crappy sounds, horrible horn. If i'm not mistaken,
didn't only the 4CEP's and the 4VEP's operate on this route? The LEAST I can say about this is the BR Blue\/Grey livery is
somewhat OK, but not that good.

OBA: Reused directly from the S&C

GUV: This one's nice. I wish they modelled it to where you can open the doors though....

Overall, I give this a 6\/17. Now lets hope AP updates their 421\/422\/423 Soundpack to fix that mess of a CIG......... It's easy to
pickup, very few controls but all the simple things add up to make a surprisingly tactical experience.
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Hare and Raccoon with a gun after a cryogenic freeze with guns is cool. I advise you to take the developer always completes the
game, buy while the discount is valid.. Short game, which was actually great. I don't have a ton of time to play games, I like to
have something low cost that I can finish in one night I have off. Good fun, too.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8-DzZm_geXw
This is a cracking bit of fun. At its very heart it's just matching stuff, really, but after a number of levels in which you think it's
the easiest game ever, it starts getting faster and faster, and then more and more complex, and then you realise you've gone from
a perfect 5-star establishment to a 2-star disgrace, and then you get a boat, and then some clowns turn up.

Really enjoyable.. Just got through playing Jan's route and I'm quite literally disgusted with this game. I don\u2019t understand
why anyone would enjoy something so sick epically with no warnings. I don\u2019t even know if I can play any more of this
game, I\u2019m so disgusted! The write of this game is sick and should be ashamed. I will never purchase anything from these
writers again.. 10/10 allahu akbar
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